
Application Example

House of Worship
The Requirement
A high quality, flexible digital mixer which is easy to use and customizable for the volunteer 
operators. Personal monitoring options to keep the stage silent and integrate with the existing 
Aviom setup.

The Solution
Thanks to the strip LCD displays, 8.5" touchscreen, customizable fader layout and set of 
User Profiles and permissions, GLD is easy to learn and use for the untrained operator.

Band

AB168

AR2412

AR84

GLD-80

ME-1

ME-1

Condenser microphones for the 
choir and goosenecks from all 
reading positions are wired to 

the AR2412.

 

iLive 

DANTE

Thanks to the M-Dante option card all functions are captured on 
a laptop and streamed in real time to the church online portal.

dSNAKE

dSNAKE

40 mic inputs and 20 XLR 
remote outputs over a single 
Cat5 cable up to 120m long.

A local AudioRack is used for 
expanding FoH sources such as 
wireless receivers.

A silent stage results in minimal sound spill and better clarity for the congregation.

The Monitor output on the AR2412 is set to Aviom mode to integrate with the existing Aviom kit, 
minimizing investment and learning curve. ME-1 mixers can be daisy chained together with Aviom 
Pro16 devices and will auto-detect the 16ch Aviom stream. A future upgrade of all Aviom units to 
ME-1s will allow expansion to 40ch as well as extra flexibility.

A standard router or AP gives 
wireless access to all key mixing 

functions.

GLD 
Remote

Choir

Performers who prefer a touch interface can control 
their own mix via the iPad GLD OneMix app.

GLD 
OneMix

The GLD Remote app allows discrete mixing from 
the congregation and thanks to the Custom Layers 
the operator is presented with a subset of channels 
depending on function or service.

GLD’s User Profiles and permissions allow the 
system tech to block operator access to 

unwanted parameters, channels and settings such 
as network configuration or main output EQ.
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